Summer, like winter…

The pleasure remains the same
Leukerbad is the ideal all-year-round holiday destination! Whether in winter, to enjoy the snow, or in summer, to breathe the fresh mountain air and enjoy the
pleasant temperatures, this charming Valais resort set
in the heart of the Swiss Alps offers numerous activities
to participate in, no matter what the season. But its
main attraction obviously lies in its thermal baths, the
benefits of which are widely known.

“Les Sources des Alpes Hotel & Spa” has the privilege of having its own thermal water
source feeding its open-air swimming pool - the establishment’s jewel in the crown thanks
to its idyllic green setting facing the impressive Gemmi cliffs. The indoor pool is also ideal
for lounging in all weathers, while admiring the view of the surrounding peaks through its
large bay windows.

The benefits of the mountain

Although the thermal water in the baths is at 36°C, it
springs from the ground at 51°C! This is due to the slow
journey of the rain through the rocky walls of the mountains to a depth of up to a thousand metres, before rising naturally to the surface and flowing into the baths.
For nearly 40 years, it has been enriched with precious
minerals and trace elements that give it the healing and
therapeutic properties we all know. A true miracle of nature!
Next to the baths, the Spa also
invites you to relax and pamper
yourself. A beauty centre, a chalet
with hammam and sauna, a restroom and a fitness room - benefiting from natural daylight - extend
over 900sqm.
Our team of professionals is there to offer you a wide range of therapeutic and aesthetic
treatments. And for a revitalising stay, nothing beats our cures and our meditation retreats!

Comfort & elegance
Each of the 30 bedrooms, junior suites and suites, has a
balcony overlooking the village or the garden. Spacious
and comfortable, they all have a shower and a bathtub
as well as a separate toilet.

Opened in 1834, the 5-star establishment has a long and prestigious history, giving it a unique
atmosphere that everyone likes to
enjoy in its various places of life.

Meeting, incentive & team building
Organise your meeting or seminar in the warm atmosphere of our suites, while offering
your clients or employees a unique place combining hydrotherapy and the friendliness of
a small hotel!

We are at your disposal to ensure the organisation and smooth running of your event, from
the transfer in a minivan to the rental of equipment.

Bistronomy
At the “La Malvoisie” restaurant,
our Chef will introduce you to his
contemporary and authentic cuisine, highlighting local and seasonal products. Our refined dishes
are, of course, accompanied by
the best wines, on the advice of
our sommelier. A culinary experience you will never forget!

Cheers!
Alexandre Dumas, Leo Tolstoy and Charlie Chaplin - to
name just a few - appreciated the cosy atmosphere of
our bar “La Barrique” to enjoy a good wine, whisky or
cocktail by the fire against a melodious piano background. Come and enjoy the atmosphere!

For romantics…
Formerly the location of the
kitchens, the vaulted cellar now
plays host to our selection of local
wines and wines from all around
the world. This atypical place
sometimes welcomes lovers in
search of privacy, during a candlelit dinner.
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